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- Syllables are
- A schwa is
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- Semivowels are l, m, n, r, and s

**Why can’t we spell?**

- Why can’t we spell?
- The Better Thinkers
- The Creative Ones
- Students Know Best

**Who Benefits from *Camilia’s Program™*?**

- Who is *Camilia’s Program* for?
- All Benefit
- For logical learners
- For those labeled with dyslexia
- For adults and children
- For teachers of young children in K-3
- For preventing dyslexia
• For ADD prevention 8
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- Blank lines for the tests
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3. Every phonic to be learned is bolded and colored: rain
4. All the practice lessons are in a large font size: rain, main, cam·paign
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15. There is, at least, one illustration taken from the story, like this one
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